Starting from the data of a big line bundle L on a projective manifold X with a choice of N ≥ 1 different points on X we give a new construction of N Okounkov bodies that encodes important geometric features of (L → X, p1, . . . , pN ) such as the volume of L, the (moving) multipoint Seshadri constant of L at p1, . . . , pN , and the possibility to construct Kähler packings centered at p1, . . . , pN .
Introduction
Okounkov in [Oko96] and [Oko03] found a way to associate a convex body ∆(L) ⊂ Ê n to a polarized manifold (X, L) where n = dim X. Namely,
where ν p (s) is the leading term exponent at p with respect to a total additive order on n and holomorphic coordinates centered at p ∈ X (see subsection 2.4). This convex body is now called Okounkov body. Okounkov's construction was inspired by toric geometry, indeed in the toric case, if L P is a torus-invariant ample line bundle, ∆(L P ) is essentially equal to the polytope P . The Okounkov body construction works in the more general setting of a big line bundle L, i.e. a line bundle such that Vol X (L) := lim sup k→∞ n! k n dim H 0 (X, kL) > 0, as proved in [LM09] , [KKh12] (see also [Bou14] ) and it captures the volume of L, i.e.
Vol X (L) = n!Vol Ê n ∆(L) .
Moreover if > is the lexicographical order then the (n − 1)−volume of any not trivial slice of the Okounkov body is related to the restricted volume of L − tY along Y where Y is a smooth irreducible divisor such that Y |Up = {z 1 = 0}.
Another invariant that can be encoded by the Okounkov body is the (moving) Seshadri constant ǫ S (||L||; p) (see [Dem90] in the ample case, or [Nak03] for the extension to the big case). Indeed, as Küronya-Lozovanu showed in [KL15a] , [KL17] , if the Okounkov body is defined using the deglex order 1 , then ǫ S ( L ; p) = max 0, sup{t ≥ 0 : tΣ n ⊂ ∆(L)} where Σ n is the unit n−simplex.
As showed by Witt Nyström in [WN15] , we can restrict to consider the essential Okounkov body ∆(L) ess to get the same characterization of the moving Seshadri constant.
Recall that ∆(L) In this paper we introduce a multipoint version of the Okounkov body. More precisely, for a fixed big line bundle L on a projective manifold X of dimension n and p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ X different points, we construct N Okounkov bodies ∆ j (L) ⊂ Ê n for j = 1, . . . , N : Definition 1.1. Let L be a big line bundle and let > be a fixed total additive order.
is called multipoint Okounkov body of L at p j , where V k,j := {s ∈ H 0 (X, kL) \ {0} : ν pj (s) < ν pi (s) for any i = j} for any k ≥ 0.
We observe that the multipoint Okounkov Body of L at p j is obtained by considering all sections whose leading terms in p j is strictly smaller than those at the other points.
They are convex compact sets in Ê n but, unlike the one-point case, for N ≥ 2 it can happen that some ∆ j (L) is empty or its interior is empty (Remark 3.7). The definition does not depend on the order of the points. Our first theorem concerns the relationship between the multipoint Okounkov bodies and the volume of the line bundle:
Theorem A.
2 Let L be a big line bundle. Then
Furthermore, similar to the section §4 in [LM09] , we show the existence of a open subset of the big cone containing B + (p j ) C = {α ∈ N 1 (X) Ê : p j / ∈ + (α)} over which ∆ j (·) is a numerical invariant and can be extended continuously (see section §3.2). Moreover if > is the lexicographical order and Y 1 , . . . , Y N are smooth irreducible divisors such that Y j|Up j = {z j,1 = 0} we relate the fiber of ∆ j (L) to the restricted volume of L − t Next we recall another interpretation of the one point Seshadri constant: ǫ S (L; p) is equal to the supremum of r such that there exists an holomorphic embedding f : (B r (0), ω st ) → (X, L) with the property that f * ω st extends to a Kähler form ω with cohomology class c 1 (L) (see Theorem 5.1.22 and Proposition 5.3.17. in [Laz04] ). This result is consequence to a deeper work in symplectic geometry of McDuff-Polterovich ( [MP94] ), where they dealt the symplectic packings problem (in the same spirit, Biran in [Bir97] proved the symplectic analogoues on the Nagata's conjecture). Successively Kaveh in [Kav16] showed how the one-point Okounkov body can be used to construct a sympletic packing. On the same line Witt Nyström in [WN15] introduced the torus-invariant domain D(L) := µ −1 ∆(L) ess (called Okounkov domain) for µ :
n → Ê n , µ(z 1 , . . . , z n ) := (|z 1 | 2 , . . . , |z n | 2 ), and showed how it approximates the manifold.
To get a similar characterization of the multipoint Seshadri constant, we introduce the following definition: Definition 1.2. We say that a finite family of n−dimensional Kähler manifolds {(M j , η j )} j=1,...,N packs into (X, L) for L ample line bundle on a n−dimensional projective manifold X if for any family of relatively compact open set U j ⋐ M j there is an holomorphic embedding f : N j=1 U j → X and a Kähler form ω lying in c 1 (L) such that f * η j = ω |f (Uj ) . If, in addition,
n then we say that {(M j , η j )} j=1,...,N packs perfectly into (X, L).
Following [WN15] we define the multipoint Okounkov domains as the torus-invariant domains of n given by D j (L) := µ −1 ∆ j (L) ess and we prove the following Theorem C. 3 Let L be an ample line bundle. Then {(D j (L), ω st )} j=1,...,N packs perfectly into (X, L).
Note that for big line bundles a similar theorem holds, given a slightly different definition of packings (see section 4.2). As a consequence (Corollary 5.17), we get that, if > is the deglex order, ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) = max 0, sup{r > 0 : B r (0) ⊂ D j (L) for any j = 1, . . . , N } .
We remark that this was known in dimension 2 by the work of Eckl ([Eckl17] ).
Moving to particular cases, for toric manifolds we prove that, chosen torus-fixed points and the deglex order, the multipoint Okounkov bodies can be obtained subdiving the polytope (Theorem 6.4). If we consider all torus-invariant points the subdivision is of type barycentric (Corollary 6.6). As a consequence we get that the multipoint Seshadri constant of N torus-fixed points is in 1 2 AE (Corollary 6.7).
Finally in the surface case, we extend the result in [KLM12] showing, for the lexicographical order, the polyhedrality of ∆ j (L) for any j ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that ∆ j (L)
• = ∅ (Theorem 6.9).
And for O È 2 (1) over È 2 we completely characterize ∆ j (O È 2 (1)) in function of ǫ S (O È 2 (1); N )
obtaining an explicit formula for the restricted volume of µ * O È 2 (1) − t for t ∈ É where µ :
X → X is the blow-up at N very general points and := N j=1 E j is the sum of the exceptional divisors (Theorem 6.14). As a consequence we independently get a result present in [DKMS15] : the ray µ * O È 2 (1) − t meets at most two Zariski chambers.
3 the theorem holds even if ν p j is a family of faithful quasi-monomial valuations respect to the same linearly independent vectors λ 1 , . . . , λn ∈ AE n .
Organization
Section 2 contains some preliminary facts on singular metrics, base loci of divisors and Okounkov bodies.
In section 3 we develop the theory of multipoint Okounkov bodies: the goal is to generalize some results in [LM09] for N ≥ 1. We prove here Theorem A. Section 4 is dedicated to showing Theorem C. In section 5 we introduce the notion of moving multipoint Seshadri constants. Moreover we prove Theorem B, connecting the moving multipoint Seshadri constant in a more analytical language in the spirit of [Dem90] , and prove the connection between the moving multipoint Seshadri constant and Kähler packings. The last section 6 deals with the two aforementioned particular cases: toric manifolds and surfaces. 
Related works
rn : x i,1 ≥ x j,1 } and
. . , y n ) := (|y|, y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ). Note that x i,1 means the first component of the vector x i while |y| = y 1 + · · · + y n . The same equality holds if L := O X (D) is big and c 1 (L) ∈ Supp(Γ j (X))
• (see section 3.2).
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Preliminaries

Singular metrics and (currents of) curvature
Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over a projective manifold X. A smooth (hermitian) metric ϕ is the collection of an open cover {U j } j of X and of smooth functions ϕ j ∈ C ∞ (U j ) such that on each not-empty intersection U i ∩ U j we have ϕ i = ϕ j + ln|g i,j | 2 where {g i,j } are the transition function defining the line bundle L. The curvature of a smooth metric ϕ is given on each open U j by dd c ϕ j where
We observe that it is a global (1, 1)−form on X, so for convenience we use the notation dd c ϕ. The metric is called positive if the (1, 1)−form dd c ϕ is a Kähler form, i.e. if the functions ϕ j are strictly plurisubharmonic. By the well-known Kodaira Embedding Theorem, a line bundle admits a positive metric iff it is ample. Demailly in [Dem90] introduced a weaker notion of metric: a (hermitian) singular metric ϕ is given by a collection of data as before but with the weaker condition that ϕ j ∈ L 1 loc (U j ). If the functions ϕ j are also plurisubharmonic, then we say that ϕ is a singular positive metric. Note that the dd c ϕ exists in the weak sense, indeed it is a closed positive (1, 1)−current (we will call it the current of curvature of the metric ϕ). We say that dd c ϕ is a Kähler current if it dominates some Kähler form ω. By Proposition 4.2. in [Dem90] a line bundle is big iff it admits a singular positive metric whose current of curvature is a Kähler current.
In this paper we will often work with Ê−line bundles, i.e. with formal linear combination of line bundles. Moreover since we will work exclusively with projective manifolds, we will often consider an Ê−line bundle as a class of Ê−divisors modulo linear equivalence and its first Chern class as a class of Ê−divisors modulo numerical equivalence.
Base loci
We recall here the construction of the base loci (see [ELMNP06] ). Given a É−divisor D, let 
Moreover as described in the work of Nakayama, [Nak03] , the restricted and the augmented base loci are numerical invariants and can be considered as defined in the Neron-Severi space (for a real class it is enough to consider only ample Ê−divisors A such that D ± A is a É−divisor).
The stable base loci does not, see Example 1.1. in [ELMNP06] , although by Proposition 1.2.6. in [ELMNP06] the subset where the augmented and restricted base loci are equal is open and dense in the Neron-Severi space N 1 (X) Ê .
Thanks to the numerical invariance of the restricted and augmented base loci, we will often talk of restricted and/or augmented base loci of a Ê−line bundle L. Moreover the restricted base locus can be thought as a measure of the nefness since D is nef iff − (D) = ∅, while the augmented base locus can be thought as a measure of a ampleness since D is ample iff + (D) = ∅. Moreover
Additive Semigroups and their Okounkov bodies
We briefly recall some notions about the theory of the Okounkov bodies constructed from an additive semigroup (the main references are [KKh12] and [Bou14] , see also [Kho93] ). Let S ⊂ n+1 be an additive subsemigroup not necessarily finitely generated. We denote by C(S) the closed cone in Ê n+1 generated by S, i.e. the closure of the set of all linear combinations i λ i s i with λ i ∈ Ê ≥0 and s i ∈ S. In this paper we will work exclusively with semigroups S such that the pair (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) is admissible, i.e. S ⊂ Ê n × Ê ≥0 , or strongly admissible, i.e. it is admissible, C(S) is strictly convex and it intersects the hyperplane Ê n × {0} only in the origin (for the general definition see section §1.2 in [KKh12] ). We have fixed the usual order on Ê in the last coordinate. We recall that a closed convex cone C with apex the origin is called strictly convex iff the biggest linear subspace contained in C is the origin.
Definition 2.1. Let (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) be an admissible pair. Then
is called Okounkov convex set of (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ), where π : Ê n+1 → Ê n is the projection to the first n coordinates. If (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) is strongly admissible, ∆(S) is also called Okounkov body of (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ).
Remark 2.2. The fact that it is convex is immediate, and it is not hard to check that it is compact iff the pair is strongly admissible. Furthermore S generates a subgroup of n+1 of maximal rank iff ∆(S) has interior not-empty.
Defining S k := {α : (kα, k) ∈ S} ⊂ Ê n for k ∈ AE, we get Proposition 2.3. Let (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) be an admissible pair, then
Moreover for any K ⊂ ∆(S)
where Conv denotes the closed convex hull. As consequence
Proof. It is clear that ∆(S) ⊃ k≥1 S k . The reverse implication follows from Theorem 1.4. in [KKh12] if S is finitely generated, while in general we can approximate ∆(S) by Okounkov bodies of finitely generated subsemigroups of S. The second statement is the content of Lemma 2.3 in [WN14] if S is finitely generated, while the general case follows observing that
ess denote the essential Okounkov body where Conv(S k ) ess is the interior of Conv(S k ) as subset of Ê n ≥0 with its induced topology. We note that if S is finitely generated then ∆(S) ess coincides with the interior of ∆(S) as subset of Ê n ≥0 , but in general they may be different.
Proposition 2.4. Let (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) be a strongly admissible pair such that ∆(S) ⊂ Ê n ≥0 , and let K ⊂ ∆(S) ess ⊂ Ê n be a compact subset of the Okounkov body of (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ). Then there
ess is an open convex set of Ê n ≥0 . Proof. We may assume that ∆(S) ess = ∅ otherwise it is trival. Therefore we know that the subgroup of n+1 generated by S has maximal rank. Then as in Proposition 2.3 it is enough to prove the proposition assuming S finitely generated. Thus we conclude similarly to Lemma 2.3 in [WN14] using Theorem 1.4. in [KKh12] .
We also recall the following important Theorem:
Theorem 2.5 ([Bou14] Théorème 1.12., [KKh12] , Theorem 1.14.). Let (S, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) be a strongly admissible pair, then
where AE(S) := {m ∈ AE : S m = ∅} and the volume is respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Finally we need to introduce the valuations:
Definition 2.6. Let V be an algebra over . A valuation from V to n equipped with a total additive order > is a map ν :
ii) ν(λf ) = ν(f ) for any f ∈ V \ {0} and any ∋ λ = 0;
Often ν is defined on the whole V adding +∞ to the group n and imposing ν(0) = +∞. For any α ∈ n the α−leaf of the valuation is defined as the quotient of vector spaceŝ
A valuation is said to have one-dimensional leaves if the dimension of any leaf is at most 1.
, Proposition 2.6). Let V be an algebra over , and let ν : V \ {0} → ( n , >) be a valuation with one-dimensional leaves. Then for any not trivial subspace W ⊂ V ,
A valuation is said to be faithful if its image is the whole n . If a valuation is faithful then it has one-dimensional leaves (see Remark 2.26. in [Bou14] ).
The Okounkov body associated to a line bundle
In this section we recall the construction and some known results of the Okounkov body associated to a line bundle L around a point p ∈ X (see [LM09] , [KKh12] and [Bou14] ). Consider the abelian group n equipped with a total additive order >, let ν : (X) \ {0} → ( n , >) be a faithful valuation with center p ∈ X. We recall that p ∈ X is the (unique) center of ν if O X,p ⊂ {f ∈ (X) : ν(f ) ≥ 0} and m X,p ⊂ {f ∈ (X) : ν(f ) > 0} and that the semigroup ν(O X,p \ {0}) is well-ordered by the induced order (see §2 in [Bou14] ). Assume that L |U is trivialized by a non-zero local section t. Then any section s ∈ H 0 (X, kL) can be written locally as s = f t k with f ∈ O X (U ). Thus we define ν(s) := ν(f ), where we identify (X) with the meromorphic function field and O X,p with the stalk of O X at p. We observe that ν(s) does not depend on the trivialization t since any other trivialization t ′ of L |V differs from t on U ∩V by an unit u ∈ O X (U ∩V ). We define an additive semigroup associated to the valuation by
We call the Okounkov body ∆(L) the Okounkov convex set of (Γ, Ê n × Ê ≥0 ) (see Definition
where π : Ê n × Ê → Ê n is the projection to the first n coordinates. By Proposition 2.3 we have
and we note that it is a convex set of Ê n but it has interior non-empty iff Γ generates a subgroup of n+1 of maximal rank (Remark 2.2). Furthermore for a prime divisor D ∈ Div(X) we will denote ν(D) = ν(f ) for f any local equation for D near p, and the map ν : Div(X) → n extends to a Ê−linear map from Div(X) Ê .
Theorem 2.8 ( [LM09] , [KKh12] ). The following statements hold:
and, in particular, the Okounkov body depends only on the numerical class of the big line bundle.
Quasi-monomial valuation Equip
n of a total additive order >, fix λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ n linearly independent and fix local holomorphic coordinates {z 1 , . . . , z n } around a fixed point p. Then we can define the quasi-monomial valuation
where the minumun is taken respect to the > order. Note that it is faithful iff det( λ 1 ; . . . ; λ n ) = ±1.
For instance if we equip n of the lexicographical order and we take λ j = e j (j−th vector of the canonical base of Ê n ) we get
This is the valuation associated to an admissible flag
. A change of coordinates with the same local flag produces the same valuation, i.e. the valuation described depends uniquely on the local flag. Note: In the paper a valuation associated to an admissible flag Y. will be the valuation constructed by the local procedure starting from local holomorphic coordinates as just described.
On the other hand if we equip n of the deglex order and we take λ i = e i , we get the valuation
This is the valuation associated to an infinitesimal flag Y. in p: given a flag of subspaces T p X =:
Note that Y. is an admissible flag aroundp on the blow-upX. Indeed we recover the valuation oñ X associated to this admissible flag considering F • ν where F : ( n , > deglex ) → ( n , > lex ) is the order-preserving isomorphism F (α) := (|α|, α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ), i.e. considering the quasi-monomial valuation given by the lexicographical order and λ i = e 1 + e i . Note: In the paper a valuation associated to an infinitesimal flag Y. will be the valuation ν constructed by the local procedure starting from local holomorphic coordinates as just described, and in particular the total additive order on n will be the deglex order in this case.
2.5 A moment map associated to an (S 1 ) n −action on a particular manifold
In this brief subsection we recall some facts regarding a moment map for a (S 1 ) n −action on a symplectic manifold (X, ω) constructed from a convex hull of a finite set A ⊂ AE
Let A ⊂ AE n be a finite set, let µ :
• where with Conv(A) ess we have indicated the interior of Conv(A) respect to the induced topology on Ê n ≥0 . Next we define X A as the manifold that we get removing from n all submanifolds given by {z i1 = · · · = z ir = 0} which do not intersect D A . We equip the manifold with the form
Clearly, by construction, ω A is a (S 1 ) n −invariant Kähler form on X A , so in particular (X A , ω A ) can be thought as a symplectic manifold. Moreover, defining f (w 1 , . . . , w n ) := (e w1/2 , . . . , e wn/2 ), the function u A (w) := φ A • f (w), is plurisubharmonic and independent of the imaginary part y i , and f * ω A = dd c u A . Thus an easy calculation shows that
Therefore, setting
.
ess and that for any
Finally we quote here an useful result:
there exists a smooth function g : X A → Ê with compact support such that ω := ω A + dd c g is Kähler and ω = ω st over U .
Multipoint Okounkov bodies
We fix an additive total order > on n and a family of faithful valuations ν pj : (X) \ {0} → ( n , >) centered at p j , where recall that p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ X are differents points chosen on the n−dimensional projective manifold X and L is a line bundle on X.
Remark 3.2. They are disjoint graded subsemigroups since
Clearly the properties of the valuation ν pj assure that
ii) for any s ∈ V ·,j and for any 0 = a ∈ , ν pj (as) = ν pj (s).
Thus we can define
) is a strongly admissible pair.
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of the definition, while the last part follows from the fact that Γ j is a subsemigroup of
The multipoint Okounkov bodies depend on the choice of the faithful valuations ν p1 , . . . , ν pN , but we will omit the dependence to simplify the notation.
Remark 3.5. If we fix local holomorphic coordinates {z j,1 , · · · , z j,n } around p j , we can consider any family of faithful quasi-monomial valuations with center p 1 , . . . , p N (see paragraph § 2.4), where any ν pj is given by the same choice of a total additive order on n and the choice of a family of −linearly independent vectors λ 1,j , . . . , λ n,j ∈ n for ν pj (they may be different). For instance we can choose those associated to the family of admissible flags Y j,i := {z j,1 = · · · = z j,i = 0} (with n equipped of the lexicographical order) or those associated to the family of infinitesimal flags Y. (with in this case n equipped of the deglex order).
Lemma 3.6. The followings statements hold:
Proof. The first point follows by construction (see Definition 2.1 and Remark 2.2). For the second point, proceeding similarly to the Lemma 2.2 in [LM09] , let D be a big divisor such that L = O X (D) and let A, B be two fixed ample divisors such that D = A − B. Since D is big there exists AE ∋ k ≫ 1 such that kD − B is linearly equivalent to an effective divisor F .
Moreover, since by hypothesis p j / ∈ + (L), by taking k ≫ 1 big enough, we may assume that p j / ∈ Supp(F ) (see Corollary 1.6. in [ELMNP06] ), thus F is described by a global section f that is an unity in O X,pj . Then, possibly adding a very ample divisor to A and B we may suppose that there exist sections s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ V 1,j (B) such that ν pj (s 0 ) = 0 and ν pj (s t ) = λ t for any t = 1, . . . , n where λ 1 , . . . , λ n are −linearly independent vectors in n (remember that the valuations ν pj are faithful). Thus, since
And, since (k + 1)D − F is linearly equivalent to A we may also assume that ( 0, k + 1) ∈ Γ j (L), which concludes the proof.
Remark 3.7. It is natural to ask if all the multipoint Okounkov bodies of a big line bundle L have not-empty interior or if they are all non-zero. But both questions have negative answers, as the following simple example shows.
Consider on X = Bl q È 2 two points p 1 / ∈ Supp(E) and p 2 ∈ Supp(E) (E exceptional divisor), and consider the big line bundle L := H +aE for a > 1. Clearly, if we consider the family of admissible flags given by any fixed holomorphic coordinates centered at p 1 and holomorphic coordinates {z 1,2 , z 2,2 } centered at p 2 where locally E = {z 1,2 = 0}, then for the family of valuations ν p1 , ν p2 associated we find ∆ 2 (L) = ∅. Indeed for the theory of Okounkov bodies for surfaces (see section
, and the conclusion follows by construction. Actually, from Theorem A we get ∆ 1 (L) = Σ.
Proof of Theorem A
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem A, whose formulation we recall:
It is clear W ·,j are graded subsemigroups of R(X, L) and that Lemma 3.3 holds for Γ W,j . Moreover they are closely related to V ·,j , and
Lemma 3.8. For every k ≥ 1 we have that
where we recall that
Proof. We define a new valuation ν :
, where we put on N n the lexicographical order on the product of N total ordered abelian groups n , i.e.
be the set of all valuative points. Then let s j,1 , . . . , s j,rj ∈ W k,j be a set of sections such that ν pj (s j,l ) = α j,l for any l = 1, . . . , r j . We want to prove that {s 1,1 , . . . , s N,rN } is a base of H 0 (X, kL). Let r i=1 µ i s i = 0 be a linear relation in which µ i = 0, s i ∈ {s 1,1 , . . . , s N,rN } for all i = 1, . . . , r and s i = s j if i = j. By construction we know that ν(s 1 ), . . . , ν(s r ) are different points in N n . Thus without loss of generality we can assume that ν(s 1 ) < · · · < ν(s r ), but the relation
. . , r} which is the contradiction. Hence {s 1,1 , . . . , s N,rN } is a system of linearly independent vectors, and to conclude the proof it is enough to show that it generates all H 0 (X, kL). Let t 0 ∈ H 0 (X, kL) \ {0} be a section and set λ 0 := (λ 0,1 , . . . , λ 0,N ) := ν(t 0 ). By definition of W ·,j there exists an unique j 0 ∈ 1, . . . , N such that t 0 ∈ W k,j0 . Thus we know that λ 0,i ≥ λ 0,j0 if 1 ≤ i ≤ j 0 , and that λ 0,i > λ 0,j0 if j 0 < i ≤ N . And clearly there exists l ∈ {1, . . . , r j0 } such that λ 0,j0 = ν pj 0 (s j0,l ), so we set s 0 := s j0,l . But
since ν pj 0 has one-dimensional leaves, therefore there exists a coefficient a 0 ∈ such that ν pj 0 (t 0 − a 0 s 0 ) > λ 0,j0 . Thus if t 0 = a 0 s 0 we can conclude the proof, otherwise we set t 1 := t 0 − a 0 s 0 and λ 1 := (λ 1,1 , . . . , λ 1,N ) := ν(t 1 ), observing that min j λ 1,j ≥ min j λ 0,j = λ 0,j0 and that the inequality is strict if t 1 ∈ W k,j0 . Iterating, we get t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t l ∈ H 0 (X, kL)\{0} such that
, and min j λ l,j ≥ min j λ l−1,j for ν(t l ) =: λ l . Therefore we get a sequence of valuative point λ l such that min j λ l,j ≥ min j λ l−1,j ≥ · · · ≥ min j λ 0,j where by construction there is at least one strict inequality if l > N . Hence we deduce that the iterative process will finish since that the set of valuative point of ν has finite cardinality as easy consequence of the finitess of the cardinality of Γ k W,j for each j = 1, . . . , N . Proof. The proof proceeds in the same way as the proof of Proposition 4.1.ii in [LM09] , exploiting again the property of the total order on n .
We may assume ∆ j (L) = ∅, otherwise it would be trivial, and we can choose r, t ∈ AE such that V r,j , V tm−r,j = ∅, i.e. there exist sections e ∈ V r,j and f ∈ V tm−r,j . Thus we get the inclusions
The same proof works for ∆ W j (L). Now we are ready to prove the Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. By Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 2.5 we get
Hence to conclude the proof it is sufficient to show that, for any j = 1, . . . , N ,
and since
for each m ∈ AE and for any
by Proposition 3.9 enlarging the definition of multipoint Okounkov bodies to É−line bundles. Moreover as a consequence of (1) and of the continuity of the volume we get that
• for any j = 1, . . . , N .
Variation of multipoint Okounkov bodies
Similarly to the section §4 in [LM09], we prove that for an open subset of the big cone the construction of the multipoint Okounkov Body is a cohomological construction, i.e. ∆ j (L) depends only from the first Chern class c 1 (L) ∈ N 1 (X) of the big line bundle L, where we have indicated with N 1 (X) the Neron-Severi group. Recall that ρ(X) := dim N 1 (X) Ê < ∞ where
depends uniquely on the numerical class of the big line bundle L.
numerically trivial and let
A be a fixed ample line bundle. We observe that for any m ∈ AE there exists k m ∈ AE and
. Then Theorem A, the continuity of the volume and the easy inclusion
We conclude replacing L by L + P and P by −P .
Moreover by Lemma 4.6. in [LM09] we may choose L 1 , . . . , L r such that the pseudoeffective cone is contained in in the positive orthant of Ê r .
Definition 3.11. Letting
as the closed convex cone in Ê n+r generated by Γ j (X), and call it the global multipoint Okounkov body at p j .
Lemma 3.12. The semigroup Γ j (X) generates a subgroup of n+r of maximal rank.
Proof. Since the cone Amp(X) is open non-empty set in N 1 (X) Ê (we have indicated with
Amp(X) the ample cone, see [Laz04] ), we can fix F 1 , . . . , F r ample line bundles that generate N 1 (X) as free −module. Moreover, by the assumptions done for L 1 , . . . , L r we know that for every i = 1, . . . , r there exists a i such that
. . , L r ). Thus, for any i = 1, . . . , r, the graded semigroup Γ j (F i ) sits in Γ j (X) in a natural way and it generates a subgroup of n × · a i of maximal rank by point ii) in Lemma 3.6 since + (F i ) = ∅. We conclude observing that a 1 , . . . , a r span r .
Next we need a further fact about additive semigroups and their cones. Let Γ ⊂ n × AE r be an additive semigroup, and let C(Γ) ⊂ Ê n × Ê r be the closed convex cone generated by Γ. We call the support of Γ respect to the last r coordinates, Supp(Γ), the closed convex cone C(π(Γ)) ⊂ Ê r where π : Ê n × Ê r → Ê r is the usual projection. Then, given a ∈ AE r , we set Γ AE a := Γ ∩ ( n × AE a) and denote by C(Γ AE a ) ⊂ Ê n × Ê a the closed convex cone generated by Γ AE a when we consider it as an additive semigroup of
Proposition 3.13 ([LM09],Proposition 4.9.). Assume that Γ generates a subgroup of finite index in n × r , and let a ∈ AE r be a vector lying in the interior of Supp(Γ). Then
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section:
Theorem 3.14. The global multipoint Okounkov body ∆ j (X) is characterized by the property that in the following diagram • may be bigger: for instance if N = 1 Supp(Γ j (X)) = Eff(X), and it is not hard to construct an example with
we get Γ j (X) AE a = Γ j (L), and so the base of the cone
Then Proposition 3.13 implies that the right side of the last equality coincides with the fiber ∆ j (X) over c 1 (L). We conclude observing that both side of the request equality rescale linearly.
Corollary 3.16. The function Vol R n : Supp(Γ j (X))
defined, continuous, homogeneous of degree n and log-concave, i.e.
Proof. The fact that it is well-defined and its homogeneity follow immediately by Proposition 3.9, while the other statements follow from standard results in convex geometry, using the BrunnMinkowski Theorem thanks to Theorem 3.14.
Finally we note that the Theorem 3.14 allows us to describe the multipoint Okounkov bodies similarly to the Proposition 4.1. in [Bou14] :
where we have indicated with ≡ num the numerical equivalence. In particular every rational point in ∆ j (L)
• is valuative and if it contains a small n−symplex with valuative vertices then any rational point in the n−symplex is valuative.
Proof. The first part follows directly from Theorem 3.14 since
by definition (considering the Ê−line bundle O X (D ′ )). While the second statement is a consequence of the multiplicative property of the valuation ν pj .
Geometry of multipoint Okounkov bodies
To investigate the geometry of the multipoint Okounkov bodies we need to introduce the following important invariant:
We refer to [ELMNP09] and reference therein for the theory about this new object. In the repeatedly quoted paper [LM09] , given a valuation
, the authors also defined the one-point Okounkov body of the graded linear sistem
where . . , x n ) be fixed coordinates on Ê n , for any j ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that ∆ j (L)
• = ∅ the followings hold:
Proof. The first point follows as in Proposition 4.1. in [LM09] , noting that if L is a big line bundle and
where ϕ t,Ê is the linear map between vector spaces associated to ϕ t . Hence, taking the base of the cones, the equality ∆ j (L) x1≥t = ∆ j (L − t ) + t e 1 follows. Finally, since both sides in i) rescale linearly by Proposition 3.9, the equality holds for any L É−line bundle and t ∈ É. We conclude the proof of the first point by the continuity given by Theorem 3.14 since 0 ≤ t < µ(L; E j ).
Let us show point ii), assuming first L É−line bundle and 0 ≤ t < µ(L; E j ) rational.
We consider the additive semigroups
and, setting ψ t :
. Thus passing to the cones we have
where the equality follows from Proposition A.
Moreover it is trivial that the same inclusion holds for any µ(L; E j ) < t < µ(L; ).
Next let 0 ≤ t < µ(L; ) fixed and let A be a fixed ample line bundle such that there exists s j ∈ V 1,j (A) with ν pj (s j ) = 0 and ν pi (s j ) 1 > 0 for any i = j. Thus since to any sec-
any m ∈ AE. By homogeneity this implies
by the continuity of Theorem 3.14. Summarizing we have showed that both sides of ii) are empty if µ(L; E j ) < t < µ(L; ) and that they coincides for any rational 0 ≤ t < µ(L; E j ). Moreover since by Theorem 3.19
with respect to the valuation ν pj , we know that both sides vary continuously for 0 ≤ t ≤ µ(L; E j ) if µ(L; E j ) < µ(L; E j ) by Theorem 4.5. in [LM09] , while they vary continuously for 0 ≤ t < µ(L; ) if µ(L; E j ) = µ(L; ). Hence the second point follows by homogeneity (Proposition 3.9) and by continuity (Theorem 3.14). The point iii) is an immediate consequence of ii) using Theorem 3.19.i) and Theorem A and C in [ELMNP09] , while last the point follows by integration using Theorem A.
We observe that the Theorem may be helpful when we fix a big line bundle L and a family of valuations associated to a family of infinitesimal flags centered at p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ + (L).
Indeed, similarly as stated in the paragraph § 2.4, componing with F : Ê n → Ê n , F (x) = (|x|, x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ), the Theorem holds and in particular, for any j = 1, . . . , N , we get
where we have set f :X → X for the blow-up at Z = {p 1 , . . . , p N }. Note that = N j=1 E j is the sum of the exceptional divisors given by the blow-up and that the multipoint Okounkov body on the right side in i) is calculated from the family of valutions {νp j } N j=1 (it is associated to the family of admissible flags onX given by the family of infinitesimal flags on X). In this setting the Theorem, describing the geometry of the multipoint Okounkov bodies, yields a new tool to study the multipoint Seshadri constant as stated in the Introduction (see Theorem B). And as application in the surfaces case we refer to the subsection 6.2.
Kähler Packings
Recalling the notation of the subsection § 2.3, the essential multipoint Okounkov body is defined as
with its induced topology. Fix a family of local holomorphic coordinates {z j,1 , . . . , z j,n } for j = 1, . . . , N respectively centered at p 1 , . . . , p N and assume that the faithful valuations ν p1 , . . . , ν pN are quasi-monomial respect to the same additive total order > on n and respect to the same vectors λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ AE (see Remark 3.5). Thus similarly to the Definition 2.7. in [WN15] , we give the following Definition 4.1. For every j = 1, . . . , N we define D j (L) := µ −1 (∆ j (L) ess ) and call it the multipoint Okounkov domains, where µ(w 1 , . . . , w n ) := (|w 1 | 2 , . . . , |w n | 2 ).
Note that, as stated in the subsection 2.5, we get n!Vol
We will construct Kähler packings (see Definition 4.2 and 4.6) of the multipoint Okounkov domains with the standard metric into (X, L) for L big line bundle. We will first address the ample case and then we will generalize to the big case in subsection § 4.2.
Ample case
Definition 4.2. We say that a finite family of n−dimensional Kähler manifolds {(M j , η j )} j=1,...,N packs into (X, L) for L ample if for every family of relatively compact open set U j ⋐ M j there is a holomorphic embedding f :
Letting µ :
n → Ê n be the map µ(z j ) := (|z j,1 | 2 , . . . , |z j,n | 2 ) and letting
we define X k,j like the manifold we get by removing from n all the submanifolds of the form {z j,i1 = · · · = z j,im = 0} which do not intersect D k,j . Thus φ k,j := ln
is a strictly plurisubharmonic function on X k,j and we denote by ω k,j := dd c φ k,j the Kähler form associated (recall that dd c = i 2π ∂∂, see subsection 2.1). Note that we have set z j = (z j,1 , . . . , z j,n ) to simplify the notation. Theorem 4.4. If L is ample then for k > 0 big enough {(X k,j , ω k,j )} N j=1 packs into (X, kL). Using the idea of the Theorem A in [WN15] we want to construct a Kähler metric on kL such that locally around the points p 1 , . . . , p N approximates the metrics φ k,j after a suitable zoom.
We observe that for any γ ∈ AE n and any section s ∈ H 0 (X, kL) we have s(τ γ z j )/τ γ·αj ∼ z αj j for Ê >0 ∋ τ converging to zero. Therefore locally around p j we have ln( αj ∈ν
where s αj are sections in V k,j with leading terms of their expansion at p j equal to α j . Thus the idea is to consider the metric on kL given by ln(
2 )) and define an opportune factor γ such that this metric approximates the local plurisubharmonic functions around the points p 1 , . . . , p N after the uniform zoom τ γ for τ small enough. This will be possible thanks to Lemma 4.3 and the definition of V k,j . Finally a standard regularization argument will conclude the proof.
Proof. We assume that the local holomorphic coordinates {z j,1 , . . . , z j,n } centered a p j contains the unit ball B 1 ⊂ n for every j = 1, . . . , n. Set A j := ν pj (V k,j ) and B with a i,j = 0 and α j < β j i for any i = j. Thus if we define, z j := (τ γ1 z j,1 . . . , τ γn z j,n ) for τ ∈ Ê ≥0 , τ γ then we get for any α j ∈ A j
Let, for any j = 1, . . . , N , g j : X k,j → [0, 1] be a smooth function such that g j ≡ 0 on U j and g j ≡ 1 on K C j for some smoothly bounded compact set K j such that U j ⋐ K j ⊂ X k,j . Furthermore let U ′ j be a relatively compact open set in X k,j such that K j ⊂ U ′ j . Then pick 0 < δ ≪ 1 such that φ j := φ k,j − 4δg j is still strictly plurisubharmonic for any j = 1, . . . , N . Now we claim that for any j there is a real positive number 0 < τ j = τ j (δ) ≪ 1 such that for every 0 < τ ≤ τ j the following statements hold:
Indeed it is sufficient that each request is true for τ ∈ (0, a) with a positive real number. For the first request it is obvious, while the others follow from the equations (2) and (3) since g j ≡ 0 on U j and g j ≡ 1 on K C j (recall that g j is smooth and that γ · α i < γ · β j i if α i ∈ A i for any j = i). So, since p 1 , . . . , p N are distinct points on X, we can choose 0 < τ k ≪ 1 such that the requests above hold for every j = 1, . . . , N and W j ∩ W i for j = i where
, where ϕ j is the coordinate map giving the local holomorphic coordinates centered at p j . Next we define, for any j = 1, . . . , N ,
where max reg (x, y) is a smooth convex function such that max reg (x, y) = max(x, y) whenever |x−y|> δ. Therefore, by construction, we observe that φ ′ j is smooth and strictly plurisubharmonic on X k,j , identically equal to ln
τ γ·α i | 2 − 2δ near ∂K j and identically equal to φ k,j on U j . So
Therefore since for k > 0 big enough ln extend to a Kähler form ω such that
where we are set f : 
Kähler form with class c 1 (L) that satisfies the requests since by Theorem A
Remark 4.5. If the family of valuations fixed is associated to a family of admissible flags Y j,i = {z j,1 = · · · = z j,i = 0} then each associated embedding f : Reasoning as in the previous section we prove the following
The big case
Proof. We can assume that {i 1 , . . . , 
Local Positivity
Moving Multipoint Seshadri Constant
Definition 5.1. Let L be a nef line bundle on X. The quantity
where the infimum is on all irreducible curve C ⊂ X passing through at least one of the points
This constant has played an important role in the last three decades and it is the natural extension of the Seshadri constant introduced by Demailly in [Dem90] . The following Lemma is well-known and its proof can be found for instance in [Laz04] , [BDRH + 09]:
where µ :X → X is the blow-up at Z = {p 1 , . . . , p N }, E i is the exceptional divisor above p i and where the infimum on the right side is on all positive dimensional irreducible subvariety V containing at least one point among p 1 , . . . , p N .
The Lemma just showed allows to extend the definition to nef É−line bundles by homogeneity and to nef Ê−line bundles by continuity.
Here we describe a possible generalization of the multipoint Seshadri constant for big line bundles:
Definition 5.3. Let L be a big Ê−line bundle, we define the moving multipoint Seshadri
where the supremum is taken over all modifications f : Y → X with Y smooth such that f is an isomorphism around p 1 , . . . , p N and over all decomposition f * L = A + E where A is an ample É−divisor and E is effective with f −1 (p j ) / ∈ Supp(E) for any j = 1, . . . , N .
For N = 1, we retrieve the definition given in [ELMNP09] .
The following properties can be showed similarly as for the one-point case and they are left to the reader:
We check that the moving multipoint Seshadri constant is an effective generalization of the multipoint Seshadri constant:
Proposition 5.5. Let L be a big and nef É−line bundle. Then
Proof. By homogeneity we can assume L line bundle and p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ + (L) since if p j ∈ + (L) for some j then by Proposition 1.1. and Corollary 5.6. in [ELMNP09] there exist an irreducible
and Lemma 5.2 gives the equality. Thus, fixed a modification f : Y → X as in the definition, we get
For the reverse inequality, we can write L = A + E with A ample É−line bundle and E effective such that p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ Supp(E), and we note that L = A m + The following Proposition justifies the name given as generalization of the definition in [Nak03] :
is the moving part of |mL| given by a resolution of the base ideal
does not depend on the resolution chosen and given k 1 , k 2 divisible enough we may choose resolutions such that M k1+k2 = M k1 + M k2 + E where E is an effective divisor with p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ Supp(E), so the existence of the limit in the definition follows from Proposition 5.4.iv).
Proof of Proposition 5.6. By homogeneity we can assume L big line bundle, (L) = Bs(|L|) and that the rational map ϕ : X \ Bs(|L|) → È N associated to the linear system |L| has image of dimension n.
Suppose first that there exist
Then, since M k is big and nef, there exists a subvariety
k (p N )) = 0 by Lemma 5.2 and the equality follows. Therefore we may assume µ
Hence, since by definition ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N 
For the reverse inequality, let f : Y → X be a modification as in the definition of the moving multipoint Seshadri constant, i.e. f * L = A + E with A ample É−divisor and E effective divisor with p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ Supp(E), and let k ≫ 1 big enough such that kA is very ample. Thus, unless taking a log resolution of the base locus of f * (kL) that is an isomorphism around
Proposition 5.7. Let L be a big É−line bundle. Then
where the infimum is over all positive dimensional irreducible subvarities V containing at least one of the points p 1 , . . . , p N .
Proof. We may assume p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ + (L) since otherwise the equality is a consequence of Corollary 5.9. in [ELMNP09] . Thus V ⊂ + (L) for any positive dimensional irreducible subvariety that pass through at least one of the points p 1 , . . . , p N , hence by Theorem 2.13. in [ELMNP09] it is sufficient to show that
where the infimum is over all positive dimensional irreducible subvarities V that contain at least one of the points p 1 , . . . , p N . We recall that the asymptotic intersection number is defined as
where M k is the moving part of µ * k (kL) as in Proposition 5.6 andṼ k is the proper trasform of V through µ k (the last equality follows from the Remark 2.9. in [ELMNP09] ). Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.6 (M k is nef) imply
Vice versa by the approximate Zariski decomposition showed in [Tak06] (Theorem 3.1.) for any 0 < ǫ < 1 there exists a modification f :
positive dimensional irreducible subvariety (Ṽ proper trasform of V through f ). Therefore, passing to the infimum over all positive dimensional irreducible subvariety that pass through at least one of the points p 1 , . . . , p N we get
which concludes the proof.
Theorem 5.8. For any choice of different points p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ X, the moving multipoint Seshadri function N
Proof. The homogeneity and the concavity described in Proposition 5.4 implies the locally uniform continuity of ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) on the open convex subset
. But this is a consequence of the Proposition 5.7 using the continuity of the restricted volume described in the Theorem 5.2. in [ELMNP09] .
To conclude the section we recall that for a line bundle L and for a integer s ∈ ≥0 , we say that L generates s−jets at p 1 , . . . , p N if the map
is surjective where we have set m pj for the maximal ideal in O X,pj . And we report the following last characterization of the moving multipoint Seshadri constant:
Proposition 5.9 ([Ito13], Lemma 3.10.). Let L be a big line bundle. Then
where s(kL; p 1 , . . . , p N ) is 0 if kL does not generate s−jets at p 1 , . . . , p N for any s ∈ ≥0 , otherwise it is the biggest non-negative integer such that kL generates the s(kL; p 1 , . . . , p N )−jets at p 1 , . . . , p N .
Proof of Theorem B
In the spirit of the aforementioned work of Demailly [Dem90] , we want to describe the moving multipoint Seshadri constant ǫ(||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) in a more analytical language.
Definition 5.10. We say that a singular metric ϕ of a line bundle L has isolated logarithmic poles at p 1 , . . . , p N of coefficient γ if min{ν(ϕ, p 1 ), . . . , ν(ϕ, p N )} = γ and ϕ is finite and continuous in a small punctured neighborhood V j \ {p j } for every j = 1, . . . , N . We have indicated with ν(ϕ, p j ) the Lelong number of ϕ at p j ,
where ϕ j is the local plurisubharmonic function defining ϕ around p j = x.
We set γ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) := sup{γ ∈ Ê : L has a positive singular metric with isolated logarithmic poles at p 1 , . . . , p N of coefficient γ}
Note that for N = 1 we recover the definition given in [Dem90] .
Proposition 5.11. Let L be a big É−line bundle. Then γ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) = ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) Proof. By homogeneity we can assume L to be a line bundle, and we fix a family of local holomorphic coordinates {z j,1 , . . . , z j,n } in open coordinated sets U 1 , . . . , U N centered respectively at p 1 , . . . , p N . Setting z j := (z j,1 , . . . , z j,N ) and s := s(kL; p 1 , . . . , p N ) for k ≥ 1 natural number, we can find holomorphic section f α , parametrized by all α = (α 1 , . . . , α N ) ∈ AE N n such that |α j | = s and f α|Uj = z αj j for any j = 1, . . . , N . In other words, we can find holomorphic sections of kL whose jets at p 1 , . . . , p N generates all possible combination of monomials of degree s around the points chosen. Thus the positive singular metric ϕ on L given by
Vice versa, assuming γ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) > 0, let {γ t } t∈AE ⊂ É be an increasing sequence of rational numbers converging to γ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) and let {k t } t∈AE be an increasing sequence of natural numbers such that {k t γ t } t∈AE converges to +∞. Moreover let A be an ample line bundle such that A − K X is ample, and let ω = dd c φ be a Kähler form in the class c 1 (A − K X ). Thus for any positive singular metric ϕ t of L with isolated logarithmic poles at p 1 , . . . , p N of coefficient ≥ γ t , k t ϕ t + φ is a positive singular metric of k t L + A − K X with Kähler current dd c (k t ϕ t ) + ω as curvature and with isolated logarithmic poles at p 1 , . . . , p N of coefficient ≥ k t γ t . Therefore, for t ≫ 1 big enough, k t L t + A generates all (k t γ t − n)−jets at p 1 , . . . , p N by Corollary 3.3. in [Dem90] , and thanks to the Proposition 5.9 we obtain
Letting t → ∞ we get ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) ≥ γ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) using the continuity of Theorem 5.8.
Remark 5.12. We observe that the same result cannot be true if we restrict to consider metric with logarithmic poles at p 1 , . . . , p N not necessarily isolated. Indeed Demailly in [Dem93] showed that for any nef and big É−line bundle L over a projective manifold, for any different points p 1 , . . . , p N , and for any τ 1 , . . . , τ N positive real numbers with
there exist a positive singular metric ϕ with logarithmic poles at any p j of coefficient, respectively, τ j .
From now until the end of the section we fix a family of valuations ν pj associated to a family of infinitesimal flags centered at p 1 , . . . , p N and the multipoint Okounkov bodies ∆ j (L) constructed from ν pj (see paragraph 2.4 and 3.5).
Definition 5.13. Let L be a big line bundle. We define
ess for every j = 1, . . . , N }.
Remark 5.14. By definition, we note that ξ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) = sup{r > 0 :
, and it is well-known that the maximum δ such that δΣ n fits into the Okounkov body, coincides with ǫ S (||L||; p) (Theorem C in [KL17] ). The next theorem recover and generalize this result for any N :
Theorem B. Let L be a big Ê−line bundle, then max ξ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ), 0 = ǫ S (||L||; p 1 , . . . , p N ) Proof. By the continuity given by Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 5.8 and by the homogeneity of both sides we can assume L big line bundle. Moreover we may also assume ∆ j (L)
• = ∅ for any j = 1, . . . , N since otherwise it is a consequence of point ii) in Lemma 3.6.
Let {λ m } m∈AE ⊂ É be an increasing sequence convergent to ξ(L; p 1 , . . . , p N ) (assuming that the latter is > 0). By Proposition 2.4, for any m ∈ AE there exist
ess for any j = 1, . . . , N . Therefore, chosen a set of section 
ess for any j = 1, . . . , N and for any t ≥ 1.
ess for any j = 1, . . . , N , which concludes the proof. 6 Some particular cases
Projective toric manifolds
In this section X = X ∆ is a smooth projective toric variety associated to a fan ∆ in N Ê ≃ Ê n , so that the torus T N := N ⊗ * ≃ ( * ) n acts on X (N ≃ n denote a lattice of rank n with dual M := Hom (N, ), see [Ful93] , [Cox11] for notation and basic fact about toric varieties). It is well-known that there is a correspondence between toric manifolds X polarized by T N −invariant ample divisors D and lattice polytopes P ⊂ M Ê of dimension n. Indeed to any such divisor D = ρ∈∆(1) a ρ D ρ (where we indicate with ∆(k) the cones of dimension k) the polytope P D is given by P D := ρ∈∆(1) {m ∈ M Ê : m, v ρ ≥ −a ρ } where v ρ indicates the generator of ρ ∩ N . Vice versa any such polytope P can be described as P := F facet {m ∈ M Ê : m, n F ≥ −a F } where a facet is a 1−codimensional face of P and n F ∈ N is the unique primitive element that is normal to F and that point toward the interior of P . Thus the normal fan associated to P is ∆ P := {σ F : F face of P } where σ F is the cone in AE Ê generated by all normal elements n F as above for any facet that contains the face F. In particular vertices of P correspond to T N −invariant points on the toric manifold X P associated to ∆ P while facets of P correspond to T N −invariant divisor on X P . Finally the polarization is given by
Thus, given an ample toric line bundle L = O X (D) on a projective toric manifold X we can fix local holomorphic coordinates around a T N −invariant point p ∈ X (corresponding to a vertex x σ ∈ P ) such that {z i = 0} = D i|Uσ for D i T N −invariant divisor and we can assume D |Uσ = 0. Moreover we recall that it is possible to describe the positivity of the toric line bundle at a T N −invariant point x σ corresponding to a vertex in P directly from the polytope:
Let (X, L) be a toric polarized manifold, and let P be the associated polytope with vertices x σ1 , . . . , x σ l . Then L generates k−jets at x σj iff the length |e j,i | is bigger than k for any i = 1, . . . , n where e j,i is the edge connecting x σj to another vertex x σ τ (i) .
Remark 6.3. By assumption, we know that P is a Delzant polypote, i.e. there are exactly n edges originating from each vertex, and the first integer points on such edges form a lattice basis (for integer we mean a point belonging in M). Moreover fixed the first integer points on the edges starting from a vertex x σ (i.e. fixed a basis for M ≃ n ) we define the length of an edge starting from x σ as the usual length in Ê n observing that it is always an integer since the polytope is a lattice polytope.
Similarly to Proposition 6.1, chosen R T N −invariants points corresponding to R vertices of the polytope P , we retrieve the multipoint Okounkov bodies of the corresponding R T N −invariant points on X directly from the polytope:
Theorem 6.4. Let (X, L) be a toric polarized manifold, and let P be the associated polytope with vertices x σ1 , . . . , x σ l corresponding, respectively, to the T N −points p 1 , . . . , p l . Then for any choice of R different points (R ≤ l) p i1 , . . . , p iR among p 1 , . . . , p l , there exist a subdivision of P into R polytopes (a priori not lattice polytopes) P 1 , . . . , P R such that φ Ê n ,j (P j ) = ∆ j (L) for a suitable choice of a family of valuations associated to infinitesimal (toric) flags centered at p i1 , . . . , p iR , where φ Ê n ,j is the map given in the Proposition 6.1 (for the point x σj ).
Proof. Unless reordering, we can assume that the T N −invariants points p 1 , . . . , p R correspond to the vertices x σ1 , . . . , x σR . Next for any j = 1, . . . , R, after the identification M ≃ n given by the choice of a lattice basis m j,1 , . . . , m j,n as explained in Remark 6.3, we retrieve the Okounkov Body ∆(L) at p j associated to an infinitesimal flag given by the coordinates {z 1,j , . . . , z n,j } as explained in Proposition 6.1 composing with the map φ Ê n ,j . Thus, by construction, we know that any valuative point lying in the diagonal face of the n−symplex δΣ n for δ ∈ É correspond to a section s ∈ H 0 (X, kL) such that ord pj (s) = kδ. Working directly on the polytope P , the diagonal face of the n−symplex δΣ n corresponds to the intersection of the polytope P with the hyperplane H δ,j parallel to the hyperplane passing for m 1,j , . . . , m n,j and whose distance from the point x σj is equal to δ (the distance is calculated from the identification M ≃ n ). Therefore defining
Remark 6.5. As easy consequence, we get that for any polarized toric manifold (X, L) and for any choice of R T N −invariants points p 1 , . . . , p R , the multipoint Okounkov bodies constructed from the infinitesimal flags as in the Theorem are polyhedral.
Corollary 6.6. In the same setting of the Theorem 6.4, if R = l, then the subdivision is of type barycenteric. Namely, for any fixed vertex x σj , if F 1 , . . . , F n are the facets containing x σj and b 1 , . . . , b n are their respective barycenters, then the polytope P j is the convex body defined by the intersection of P with the n hyperplanes H O,j passing through the baricenter O of P and the barycenters b 1 , . . . , b j−1 , b j+1 , . . . , b n .
Finally we retrieve and extend Corollary 2.3. in [Eckl17] as consequence of Theorem 6.4 and Theorem B:
Corollary 6.7. In the same setting of the Theorem 6.4, for any j = 1, . . . , R, let ǫ S,j := min i=1,...,n {δ j,i } be the minimum among all the reparametrized length |e j,i | of the edges e j,i for i = 1, . . . , n, i.e. δ j,i := |e j,i | if e j,i connect x σj to another point x σi corresponding to a point p / ∈ {p 1 , . . . , p R }, while δ j,i := 1 2 |e j,i | if e j,i connect to a point x σi corresponding to a point
Surfaces
When X has dimension 2, the following famous decomposition holds:
Theorem 6.8 (Zariski decomposition). Let L be a pseudoeffective É−line bundle on a surface X. Then there exist É−line bundles P, N such that
v) P · E = 0 for any E irreducible curves contained in Supp(N ).
Moreover we recall that by the main theorem of [BKS04] there exists a locally finite decomposition of the big cone into rational polyhedral subcones (Zariski chambers) such that in each interior of these subcones the negative part of the Zariski decomposition has constant support and the restricted and augmented base loci are equal (i.e. the divisors with cohomology classes in a interior of some Zariski chambers are stable, see [ELMNP06] ). Similarly to Theorem 6.4. in [LM09] and the first part of Theorem B in [KLM12] we describe the multipoint Okounkov bodies as follows:
Theorem 6.9. Let L be a big line bundle over a surface X, let p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ X, and let ν pj a family of valuations associated to admissible flags centered at p 1 , . . . , p N with Y 1,i = C i|Up i for irreducible curves C i for i = 1, . . . , N . Then for any j = 1, . . . , N such that ∆ j (L) 2 : t j,− ≤ t ≤ t j,+ and α j (t) ≤ y ≤ β j (t)} defining α j (t) := ord pj (N t|Cj ) and β j (t) := ord pj (N t|Cj ) + (P t · C j ) for P t + N t Zariski decomposition of L − t (N t can be restricted to C j since Supp(N t ) = − (L − t )). Then we proceed similarly to [KLM12] to show the polyhedrality of ∆ j (L), i.e. we set L ′ := L − t j,+ , s = t j,+ − t and consider L . . , r, and, since the intersection matrix of the curves F i+1 , . . . , F r is non-degenerate, we know that there exist unique divisors A i and B i supported on ∪ r l=i+1 F l such that A i · F l = L ′ · F l and B i · F l = · F l for any l = i + 1, . . . , r. Hence N ′ s = A i + sB i for any s ∈ (s i , s i+1 ), which concludes the proof.
Remark 6.10. We observe that for any j ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that ∆ j (L)
[0, µ(L; ) − ǫ] × Ê is rational polyhedral for any 0 < ǫ < µ(L; ) thanks to the proof and to the main theorem in [BKS04] .
A particular case is when p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ + (L) and ν pj is a family of valuations associated to infinitesimal flags centered respectively at p 1 , . . . , p N . Indeed in this case on the blow-up X = Bl {p1,...,pN } X we can consider the family of valuationsνp j associated to the admissible flags centered respectively at pointsp 1 , . . . ,p N ∈X (see paragraph § 2.4). Observe thatỸ 1,j = E j are the exceptional divisors over the points.
Lemma 6.11. In the setting just mentioned, we have t j,− = 0 and t j,+ = µ(f * L; ) where = N i=1 E i and f :X → X is the blow-up map. Proof. Theorem B easily implies t j,− = 0 for any j = 1, . . . , N since p 1 , . . . , p N / ∈ + (L) and F (∆ j (L)) = ∆ j (f * L) for F (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x 1 + x 2 , x 1 ). Next if there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that t j,+ < µ(f * L; ), then by Theorem 3.20 and Theorem A and C in [ELMNP09] we gett := sup{t ≥ 0 : E j ⊂ + (f * L − t )} = sup{t ≥ 0 :
). Therefore setting L t := f * L − t = P t + N t for the Zariski decomposition, we know that E j ∈ Supp(N t ) iff t >t (see Proposition 1.2. in [KL15a] ). But for anyt < t < µ(f * L; ) we find out
where the first equality is justified by P t + N t + t = f * L while the inequality is a consequence of L t · E j < 0 (since E j ∈ Supp(N t )) and of E i · E j = δ i,j .
About the Nagata's Conjecture: One of the version of the Nagata's conjecture says that for a choice of very general points p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ È 2 , for N ≥ 9, the ample line bundle O È 2 (1) has maximal multipoint Seshadri constant at p 1 , . . . , p N , i.e. ǫ S (O È 2 (1); N ) = 1/ √ N where to simplify the notation we did not indicate the points since they are very general. We can read it in the following way: Finally since by Theorem B we know that ǫ S (O È 2 (1); N )Σ 2 ⊂ ∆ j (L) for any j = 1 . . . , N , Theorem A and the convexity imply that the multipoint Okounkov bodies have necessarily the shape requested.
Corollary 6.15. The ray f * O È 2 (1) − t meet at most two Zariski chambers.
This result was already showed in Proposition 2.5. of [DKMS15] .
Remark 6.16. We recall that Biran in [Bir97] gave an homological criterion to check if a 4−dimensional symplectic manifold admits a full symplectic packings by N equal balls for large N , showing that (È 2 , ω F S ) admits a full symplectic packings for N ≥ 9. Moreover it is wellknown that for any N ≤ 9 the supremum r such that {(B r (0), ω st )} N j=1 packs into (È 2 , O È 2 (1)) coincides with the supremum r such that (È 2 , ω F S ) admits a symplectic packings of N balls of radius r (called Gromov width), therefore by Theorem C and Corollary 5.17 the Nagata's conjecture is true iff the Gromov width of N balls on (È 2 , ω F S ) coincides with the multipoint Seshadri constant of O È 2 (1) at N very general points.
